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Guiding Questions
● What is best instructional practice for students learning a second
language?
○

Examining what we know about Cognitive Academic Language Proﬁciency:
■ CALP: proﬁciency in academic language or language used in the classroom
in the various content areas

● Does the current Grade 5 Dual Language Model work best for our
students?
○

Are we providing the best model for our students who have already committed 5
years of 50/50 bilingual language learning?

● How can we sustain the educational integrity of the program?

Process
● Committee comprised of:
○

Gail Duﬀy, Maureen Barnett, Torrance Walley, Tom Holland, Scott Dorn

● Parent Feedback: Questionnaire
○

Current JP, Morse and WI Dual Language Parents

● Student Feedback: Focus Groups and Questionnaire
○

Students in SHMS and SHHS who were former DL Elementary Students

● Teacher Feedback: Questionnaire
○

Current JP, Morse and WI Dual Language Teachers

● Looking at Surrounding District Models of Instruction

Grade 5 Dual Language: Considerations
Current Model
●

90 Minutes of Instruction in Spanish Daily
○
○

●

●

45 Minutes of Social Studies in Spanish
45 Minutes of Spanish Language Arts

Students in Enrichment Programs
○
○
○

Proposed Model

May be taken out of Social Studies in Spanish
May be taken out of Spanish Language Arts
May be taken out of SS in Spanish & SLA

50/50 Model of Instruction
○

●

Resembles Current K-4 model
■
Approximately 3 hours of Instruction in
English Daily in all Subject Areas
■
Approximately 3 hours of Instruction in
Spanish Daily in all Subject Areas

Students in Enrichment Programs
○

Will receive instruction in the same way as
students in other classrooms
■
WIN period

Analysis of a Change in Grade 5 to Proposed Model
Beneﬁts
●

An increase in time for Spanish Language
Instruction
○

●

○

●

●
●

Cognitive Academic Language Proﬁciency (CALP)

The ability to create a Spanish Language Arts
block that will foster and promote:
○
○

●

Disadvantages

A greater understanding of proper grammar
A greater understanding of cognates and false
cognates
More in-depth literature circles with appropriate
Spanish literature and/or novels

The completion of a program that has been
5 years in the making
A study of the grades 6-12 Spanish Language
oﬀerings that are diﬀerentiated for the
various levels of Spanish learners

Parents concerns about socialization
Parent concerns about not having an
opportunity to participate in a “MS-like”
preparation model
○

●

Note: Students in a non-DL classroom have not
had this opportunity.

Students suggested more socialization
opportunities, while maintaining Spanish
instructional levels

Parent Feedback
●

●

K Parent...how strongly I would like the 50/50 style of instruction to carry into the 5th grade...if the 50/50 style of
instruction could carry into middle and high school, that would be even more incredible! I would love for the kids
to get as much exposure to both languages as possible to encourage their language abilities and to enable them
to retain them.
3rd and 6th Grade Parent... I very much want the best of both worlds if it were possible. My older daughter loved
5th grade, and I think she was better prepared for 6th grade because of the change. She got to know more
students and beneﬁted from the challenge and music programs that are so valuable at our schools. I often wished
that she had more Spanish, but I would not want to trade off the other gains. I do wonder if this instruction could
be provided outside the regular day. I would rather see an extra class period focused on Spanish language
instruction (grammar, cultural experiences, etc.) from 2:15 - 3:00 each day or a few days each week. I also have
one child in 3rd grade who is thriving in the program and a second child in 3rd grade who is doing well but for
whom the Spanish continues to be more of a struggle. I have wondered each year whether I should keep her in,
but I have and she has done well enough. I think it will be very important for her to have the 5th grade experience
my older daughter did, and I would hate to have to pull her out of the program in grade 5 - losing access to any
Spanish language instruction - to support that.

Parent Feedback
●

●

●

2nd, 4th and 6th Grade Parent...I felt like I was “backed into” agreeing with changing the 5th grade model to one
that parallels the K- 4th grade model. The thing is, I wouldn’t be so upset by my kids staying in the 4th grade
model because my children interact with other children outside their classroom in challenge or band or on sports
team. But I feel like the real problem always has been a scheduling problem. Perhaps that could be resolved?
1st and 3rd Grade Parent…I have two very knowledgeable little spanish speakers here at home; what a nod to the
success of the program and how it is formatted for K-4th grade! ...express my concern regarding the 5th grade
'transition' year...losing a great amount of hard earned knowledge during that 5th grade year...if the reason (for
current Grade 5 models) is to integrate the Dual Language children into the rest of the school, please know that
was never (and still is not) a concern of mine. And perhaps more telling, it is not a concern of my children either.
Our village allows for a myriad of ways for all children (Dual Language and not) to join together in so many other
ways! The climate of Tarrytown, along with sports, scouts, clubs, extracurriculars, etc. lends itself to a natural
integration that doesn't have to be forced and/or planned.
4th and 6th Grade Parent: Our experience with our older son has shown us that at least some of the DL students
need the time and the opportunity to break out of the DL group and learn to socialize and work in the classroom
setting with students who haven't been part of the DL cohort. We would love to see a change in the 5th grade Dual
Language program that increases Spanish instruction beyond Social Studies and the intensive Spanish class
AND also has a structure that helps students prepare academically and socially for Middle School.

Parent Feedback
●

●

●

●

1st and 4th Grade Parent...I’m hopeful that the 50/50 model will continue for 5th grade because M. is really
beneﬁting from it and will likely miss most of her Spanish instruction next year if only 90 minutes a week is
allocated.
PreK, 2nd and Grade Parent...am enjoying the 4 homeroom get approach. I do wish there was more Spanish. I
would suggest keeping the current model and ask the DL kids to do a little more work outside school, ie weekly
book report in spanish.
1st and 3rd Grade Parent...wanted to write and further express our thoughts on the 5th Grade model... hoping that
5th Grade continues with the 50/50 model. I can already see in both S and I the tremendous strides they have
taken and the progress they have made over the last few years. It would be a shame to jeopardize the momentum
that I’m sure is needed going into 6th Grade and beyond.
3rd Grade Parent...Please know that I’ve never felt that M. has been isolated from the general school population in
any way by being part of Dual Language...socialized with other students when she took bus...with other kids at
lunch, at specials...on playground...at Student Government, Brownies, Challenge program, and in our
neighborhood. I would very much like DL to stay intact for 5th Grade so they can continue to reap the beneﬁts of
all their effort and hard work to master Spanish. I think splitting 5th dilutes their language learning and doesn’t
best serve their academic goals.

Former Dual Language Student Feedback

Former Dual Language Student Feedback

Former Dual Language Student Feedback

Former Dual Language Student Feedback

Former Dual Language Student Feedback
●

●

●
●
●
●
●

If we could have been able to have a chance to socialize more with kids from other
classes in elementary school, then maybe when transferring to classes in middle school,
we'd know different people
Nothing could have been done differently, I think it was nice to be with a small group of
friends but when we were opened up to a larger group I made completely different
friends.
Lunch tables with other classes.
We started having less time in class . This made it very hard to continue to do well in
Spanish class.
Don't conﬁne them (DL students) all to one section.
More contact with other students
Mix up certain classes (i.e. science and math classes) with other students who are not in
dual language.

Tarrytown Teacher Feedback
What are the advantages/ beneﬁts for students to have the 50/50 model in the 5th grade?
●
●
●
●

●
●

●
●
●
●

Consistency most of all. Students don't lose a year of routines, or most importantly, a year of not practicing the language as much as they have in
the past.
The students get more exposure to both languages in a variety of ways.
When Dual Language students have challenge, they would not miss most of their Spanish Language. They will keep up with the second
Language.
The advantages and beneﬁts for students to have a 50/50 model in the 5th grade are to maintain proﬁciency in the Spanish language and to
continue the development of oral language in Spanish, since oral language is the proﬁciency skill that takes the longest to develop. Decreasing
exposure to Spanish language will create a downward slide of skills that were acquired during the grades K-4 Dual Language education. The
gap year leads to loss of aptitude in both the literate development and oral language development of the Spanish language.
Students are immersed in the language for an additional year. It takes at least ﬁve-seven years to become a true bilingual student. It will beneﬁt
students to transfer experience into middle school/advances class in foreign language.
Students' target language acquisition skills and knowledge would beneﬁt from 50/50 instruction. Students continue to build on background
knowledge and strengthen their new language literacy skills using this interdisciplinary model. Additionally, ENL students' comprehension and
ability to engage in thoughtful discussion would be supported via instruction delivered in their home language.
One advantage would be the 50/50 exposure to Spanish/English instruction, which would allow students to continue developing their language
skills in both languages.
Consistency of the academic language for another year so they don't lose what they've acquired up until then. CALP takes at least 5-7 years to
develop, yet our program stops more at the 5 year mark right now; which for some of our EP's is not enough.
Increased biliteracy and more Spanish language development
They will continue to develop their Spanish reading, writing, listening and speaking skills in all academic areas, they won't lose a year of
Spanish instruction in all academic areas, they will be better prepared for Spanish in middle school

Tarrytown Teacher Feedback
What are the disadvantages for students to have the 50/50 model in the 5th grade?
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

I guess the comment I've heard most in the past is that students don't get to experience a different class, with different students. However, most
parents I've spoken to argue that their children do socialize with other students during sports, scouts, clubs, extracurriculars etc. Keeping the
model in my opinion has more advantages than disadvantages.
I do not see any disadvantages to this model
Moving to middle school not knowing different children could pose a problem for some students.
The only disadvantage of continuing the K-4, 50/50 model into 5th grade is the the DL students and families will have to deal another year with
the persistent perception from staff and parents of students from other classes, that the DL program is an separate and elite, enrichment
program.
NONE-A true advocate of acquiring a second language and giving students the opportunity to advance in what they've already acquired thru the
DL 50/50 model.
DL students may have difficulty transitioning to the middle school because of their limited integration with other peers in a classroom setting.
A disadvantage would be that students would have limited interactions with students from the rest of the 5th grade cohort (non-DL). As it is,
children have developed close relationships with their DL peers, but at times, this hinders their social development, as they become too
co-dependent of each other.
None really - but I'm not sure what their extracurricular activities are. I'm assuming that they can still participate in challenge and band. At least,
when they return to class they will go back to their 50/50 model rather than having missed their allotted SLA or SS period.
Limited social interaction, larger 5th grade homeroom class sizes, ENL students must be dispersed among 6 homerooms as opposed to current 8
homerooms, no developed ELA curriculum/SLA curriculum
None

Tarrytown Teacher Feedback
What resources/support would you need to move to this model?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The new teacher will need all the support we can give as far as transforming our current English curriculum into a
Spanish curriculum for her students. This process will take more than just a couple of days of summer work.
More support from administration regarding the needs of the program and time to work with our grade level colleagues
to ensure consistency.
I think looking at different districts’ models of Dual Language could be advantageous. What are other districts doing for
the 5th grade?
Possibly Spanish AIS support for students struggling with the Spanish language.
An additional English teacher/ We currently have a Spanish teacher on board.
Content material available in both English and Spanish
One important resource would be a Spanish classroom library.
Teachers willing to do it and a real grammar program in Spanish because by 5th grade they can learn grammar rules;
such as conjugations, accent rules, etc.
Complete ELA curriculum/ SLA curriculum, Spanish F&P, Spanish library, Spanish speaking TA
Books and materials to support all academic areas in Spanish, time for translations, planning, scheduling,

Surrounding School District Models
●

Peekskill School District
○

●

●

One & Two Way Dual Language Programs
Offered
■ K-5

White Plains School District
○

Two Way Dual Language Programs Offered
■ K-4

Ossining School District
○

●

Two Way Dual Language Programs Offered
■ K-5
■ Some 6-12

Elmsford School District
○

●

Bedford School District
○

●

One & Two Way Dual Language Programs
Offered
■ PreK-6
One & Two Way Dual Language Programs
Offered
■ K-5

Portchester School District
○

One & Two Way Dual Language Programs
Offered
■ K-5

Recommendations: “What we are thinking”
●

*Reconﬁgure the Grade 5 DL model to compliment the K-4 50/50 Model
○

●

Why?
■ Best instructional practice and knowledge of CALP
● Preparation of advanced Spanish language for MS and HS

Suggested ways to support the Grade 5 students in a variety of social ways:
○

○

Building on the many supports already in effect K-4:
■ Scheduling DL PE Classes with other non-DL classrooms
■ Attending different lunch/recess periods (separating the two DL homerooms)
Continuing the socialization already in place for all Washington Irving Students
■ Social integration via Challenge, Orchestra, Band, Theatre Programs, etc.
■ Create an “earlier in the year” open lunch privilege for Grade 5 students

*Based on second language acquisition (CALP) recommendations, best instructional practice and our internal and external research

